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Approximation of a point set using
lemniscate curves and surfaces

1 Introduction
Approximation of a set of points in Euclidean plane is possible in many ways. It can
be performed for example by polylines, splines or by algebraic curves e.g. multifocal
lemniscates, which are the topic of our research. For 3D data, meshes, splines or
algebraic surfaces can be used for the reconstruction of some surfaces. In this case,
we chose 3D lemniscates for approximating data in real space.
Multifocal lemniscate is a set of points in Euclidean plane, whose product of distances,
to a finite set of fixed points (lemniscate foci), is equal to a constant (lemniscate
radius). A space analogues of these algebraic curves are algebraic surfaces named
3D lemniscates. Such curves and surfaces have a lot of interesting properties and
usage in many scientific/technology areas.

2 Theoretical background
2.1

Polar coordinates in Euclidean plane

Polar coordinates determine point in Euclidean plane E2 by a coordinate pair (r, θ),
where r ∈ R+
0 represents a distance of the point from a fixed pole and θ ∈ h0, 2π)
represents a polar angle measured with respect to an axis passing through the pole.
A special case of polar coordinates, where the polar angle is substituted by a distance
to another fixed pole are bipolar coordinates, which determine a point in E2 by
a bipolar coordinate pair (r1 , r2 ), where r1 , r2 ∈ R+
0 represent distances of the point
from two different fixed poles. Dimensional inhomogeneous generalization of bipolar
coordinates are multipolar coordinates, which determine a point in E2 by a redundant
system of multipolar coordinates (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ), ri ∈ R+
0 , i = 1, . . . , n, where ri are
distances of the point to n fixed poles. [5], [7], [8]

2.2

Multifocal lemniscates

A set of points {z ∈ E2 |r1 r2 . . . rn = R}, where z = (r1 , r2 , . . . , rn ) is the point defined
by its multipolar coordinates, ri = |z − zi |, i = 1, . . . , n are distances of the point z
4
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from n fixed poles z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ∈ E2 and R ∈ R+ is a selected constant, is called
multifocal lemniscate in E2 . This compact algebraic curve of degree 2n is determined
by its foci z1 , z2 , . . . , zn and its radius R. It may consist of one or more connected
components which number changes according to the positions of the foci and the value
of the radius. There are no more components than the number of lemniscate foci and
each component contains inside at least one focus. [3], [9], [5], [6], [11], [2]

2.3

3D lemniscates

Similarly to the curve case, 3D lemniscates are bounded algebraic surfaces, whose
degree is twice the number of their foci. They are spatial analogues of classical
multifocal lemniscates in E2 . Such a surface is a set of points in R3 , whose product of
squared distances, to a finite set of fixed points is equal to a constant. 3D lemniscates
may also consist of one or more connected components of a surface. The number
of such components changes according to the positions of the foci and the value of
the radius. Each focus of the 3D lemniscate is enclosed in some of these connected
components but, in the contrast to the plane multifocal lemniscates, there might be
a component enclosing inside no focus of the 3D lemniscate. [12], [11], [1]

3 Approximation of a set of points using lemniscates
A motivation for our research focused on approximating the input set of points using lemniscates is a fact, that with multifocal lemniscates, we are able to achieve
a good approximation using a small amount of data. The idea of our work is based
on the Hilbert theorem [10] which says, that an arbitrary curve in plane, smooth
enough, can be approximated by a multifocal lemniscate with a desired accuracy. In
our work, we are looking for a solution of the following task: try to achieve the most
accurate approximation of an input set of points {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } ∈ E2 using multifocal lemniscate given by the equation L(z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ; R) = 0. In other words, we
are looking for a collection of optimally located foci and a suitable radius value, so
that the resulting lemniscate approximates the input data set sufficiently accurate in
Euclidean metric.
We have examined a few iterative algorithms of doubling, removing and adding lemniscate’s foci and a heuristic estimation function for location of new foci. Our aim
is to minimize the number of used foci and the error of achieved lemniscate approximation. As an approximating criteria, we use Sampson’s distance [13]. It is
5
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the first order approximation of an oriented Euclidean distance from a regular part
f
of an implicitly defined curve f = 0 by |5f
. Approximation lemniscate parameters
|
are optimized using quasi-Newton’s method BFGS [4]. The methods from the class
of quasi-Newton’s methods are iterative optimization methods in numerical analysis
for solving unconstrained minimization problems. They are derived from the known
Newton’s descend method. Instead of computing a Hessian matrix of a function or
its inverse, they use only approximation of the Hessian inverse matrix.

3.1

Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci

The first of our methods is the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci. The method
is looking for an appropriate approximation lemniscate by cyclically doubling its foci,
modifying the radius value and optimizing all parameters using method BFGS. For
an illustration of its behaviour see fig.1. Steps of the method are described here:
1. Determination of parameters for a starting circle
The center z1 of the starting circle k(z1 , R), which is also the first focus of
an approximating lemniscate, is computed as a center of gravity of an input
set of points. For the starting circle, an appropriate radius R has to minimize
the product of distances of the input set of points from z1 . The radius is
d
computed from the equation dR
F (R) = 0, where
F (R) =

n 
X
i=1

k(z1 , R)(pi )
k 5 k(z1 , R)(pi )k

2
,

 
1 

the number of points in the input data set is n and the points pi , i = 1, . . . , n
are from the input data set.
2. Optimization of the starting circle parameters
Parameters are optimized using our own implementation of the BFGS method.
3. Doubling the foci
Consider a set of foci z1 , z2 , . . . , z2m , where m stands for the number of iterations of our algorithm. Next, the algorithm looks for the new set of foci
z1 , . . . , z2m , z2m +1 , . . . , z2m+1 = zN , which are derived by doubling the original
foci z1 , z2 , . . . , z2m i.e. z2m +j = zj , j = 1, . . . , 2m . Since the multiplicity of
the foci has changed, the old radius has to be squared in order to preserve
the same curve shape.

6
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4. Foci motion step
The algorithm is passing through an actual set of foci and choosing one of them.
The chosen focus is moved in a direction of the axes x and y about a specific
constant. The algorithm finally chooses the direction for the focus motion, in
which the error value is the smallest. The error is computed as
F (z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ; R) =

n 
X
i=1

L(z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ; R)(pi )
k 5 L(z1 , z2 , . . . , zN ; R)(pi )k

2
,

 
2 

where L(z1 , . . . , zN ; R) = 0 stands for the lemniscate equation with the foci
z1 , . . . , zN and the radius R, the points pi , i = 1, . . . , n are from the input
data set. When the algorithm has completely modified the positions of all
the foci, a new radius value is computed similarly as it was done for the starting
circle above.
5. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
Parameters are optimized using our own implementation of the BFGS method.
6. Iterating from doubling the foci step
If the total error is too high, the algorithm jumps to the step three and the number of the lemniscate foci is increased.

(a) 1 focus,
.
error = 7.01037

(b) 2 foci,
.
error = 2.01015

(c) 4 foci,
.
error = 0.30875

Figure 1: An illustration of behaviour of the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci:
black crosses – the input set of 10 points, red points – foci of approximation lemniscates, green curves – approximation lemniscates. (The lemniscate error is rounded to
five decimal points.)
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3.2

Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci

With the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci, we have achieved quiet good results,
but in some cases, the final approximation seemed to have certain redundant foci
(see fig. 1 (c)). This fact was motivation for our second algorithm the Algorithm of
doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci, in which we have extended previous method
by part, where one focus can be removed, even at the cost of possible increase of local
approximation error and change of lemniscate topology. In each its cycle, the method
decides whether to double the lemniscate foci or to remove one focus. The steps of
the extended algorithm are described here (for a more detailed description of some
steps see previous section 3.1):
1. Determination of parameters for a starting circle
2. Optimization of the starting circle parameters
3. Main loop
The main loop of the algorithm is repeating till the approximation error is too
high and the number of lemniscate foci is under the chosen threshold (denote
the current approximation as ’Current’ ):
A. If the number of lemniscate foci is smaller than four, i.e. the approximation
lemniscate has one or two foci and so none of them can be redundant, then
execute the algorithm in unextended way:
i. Doubling the foci
ii. Foci motion step
iii. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
iv. Jump to the main loop.
B. Else, the number of lemniscate foci is at least four, i.e. the approximation
lemniscate has four or more foci and so it is possible to remove some foci
to get a better approximation, so do:
i. Remove focus
The algorithm searches for a lemniscate focus to be removed. Lemniscate foci are one by one tested how much is the approximation error
getting better when one focus is removed and the lemniscate radius
is appropriately modified by the estimation function. The algorithm
chooses the focus to remove, so that the approximation error improves
the most.
8
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ii. Foci motion step
iii. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
iv. If the error of this approximation after removing of a focus (denote it
’Remove’ ) is better than the error of the ’Current’, then:
a. Doubling the foci of the ’Remove’
b. Foci motion step with the ’Remove’
c. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
on the ’Remove’
d. Jump to the main loop.
v. Else, the ’Current’ is better than the ’Remove’, so do:
a. Doubling the foci of the ’Remove’
b. Foci motion step with the ’Remove’
c. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
on the ’Remove’
d. Doubling the foci of the ’Current’
e. Foci motion step with the ’Current’
f. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
on the ’Current’
g. Choose better approximation among the ’Remove’ and the ’Current’
For a better illustration of behaviour of the extended method, let us mention an example of the algorithm run with the corresponding illustrations in fig. 2:
• At the beginning, the algorithm determines parameters for the starting circle
and optimizes them (a).
• In the first pass through the main loop, the algorithm doubles the foci to 2,
performs the ’Foci motion step’ and BFGS optimization (b).
• In the second pass through the main loop, the algorithm doubles the foci to 4
and again performs the ’Foci motion step’ and BFGS optimization (c).
• In the next pass through the main loop, the lemniscate has 4 foci, and so it
is enough to the ’Remove focus’ step be performed. The algorithm removes
focus (d), performs the ’Foci motion step’ and BFGS optimization and we get
an approximating lemniscate with 3 foci (e).
9
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(a) 1 focus,
.
error = 7.01037

(d) 3 foci,
.
error = 1.74065

(b) 2 foci,
.
error = 2.01015

(e) 3 foci,
.
error = 0.82157

(c) 4 foci,
.
error = 0.30875

(f) 6 foci,
.
error = 0.00005

(g) 8 foci,
.
error = 0.0

Figure 2: An illustration of behaviour of the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci: black crosses – the input set of 10 points, red points – foci of approximation lemniscates, green curves – approximation lemniscates. We get (d),(e),(f) by
removing foci extension of the previous algorithm (see fig. 1). (The lemniscate error
is rounded to five decimal points.)
Now, the algorithm compares the achieved approximations with 3 and 4 foci.
The lemniscate with 4 foci has smaller error than the one with 3 foci, but our
algorithm does not take the 4 foci lemniscate as a winner and throw the 3 foci
lemniscate away, instead of this, it works further with both of these approximations.
(If the 3 foci lemniscate were better than the one with 4 foci, the algorithm
would work with the 3 foci lemniscate further, i.e. double foci, the ’Foci motion
step’, BFGS optimization, jump to the main loop and throw the 4 foci lemniscate away.)

10
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The algorithm doubles the foci of the 3 foci lemniscate, performs the ’Foci
motion step’ and BFGS optimization and gets a lemniscate with 6 foci (f).
The algorithm next doubles the foci of the 4 foci lemniscate, performs the ’Foci
motion step’ and BFGS optimization and gets a lemniscate with 8 foci (g).
At this moment, the algorithm performs a comparison between the approximation with 6 and 8 foci and chooses the best. In our example, the winner
is the 6 foci lemniscate although its error is a bit worse than the one with 8
foci, but the difference is at insignificant decimals and so globally counts more
the number of used foci.
• In this case, the algorithm now ends and the final approximation is the one with
6 foci.
The Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci allows local worsening
of the approximation error to get potential better global approximation. In fact,
global improvement of the approximation can not be assessed only by improving
the approximation error but also by proportion between improvement of the error
and increasing number of the lemniscate foci.

3.3

Adding one focus method

The removing one focus process with an appropriate modification of the radius value
from the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci described in the previous section 3.2 has inspired us to examine another method for approximating points
in E2 . So in this section, we have proposed an iterative approximation method, where
only one new lemniscate focus is added in each algorithm cycle. Even at the cost of
possible change of lemniscate topology, with this Adding one focus method we are
able to achieve approximation lemniscates with one, two, three, . . . foci. Steps of
the method are described bellow (the steps without a more detailed description are
similar as in the section 3.1). For an illustration of behaviour of the method see fig. 3.
1. Determination of parameters for a starting circle
2. Optimization of the starting circle parameters
3. Adding one focus
Now, the algorithm adds to current approximating lemniscate one new focus
and is searching for its suitable location. The positions of the foci we already
have are one by one tested and the lemniscate radius is appropriately modified.
11
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The algorithm finally chooses the position for location of new focus, so that
the approximation error improves maximally.
4. Foci motion step
5. Optimization of the approximation lemniscate parameters
6. Iterating from adding one focus step
If the total error is too high, the algorithm jumps to the step three and the number of the lemniscate foci is increased.

(a) 1 focus,
.
error = 6.373

(b) 2 foci,
.
error = 1.91085

(c) 3 foci,
.
error = 0.61198

(d) 4 foci,
.
error = 0.08572

Figure 3: An illustration of the Adding one focus method : black crosses – the input set of 10 points, red points – foci of approximation lemniscates, green curves –
approximation lemniscates. (The lemniscate error is rounded to five decimal points.)

3.4

Algorithms testing and evaluating

We have performed some experiments with our three mentioned approximation algorithms. Some results achieved on the input set of 10, 25 and 50 points are presented
in fig. 4. (Note: in subfigures descriptions, there can be found the number of the input points and some lemniscate approximation parameters – the number of used foci,
the number of performed algorithm iterations and also the approximation error value.)
Based on the knowledge, that it is possible to achieve a good approximation of an input set of points in E2 with multifocal lemniscates using only a small amount of data
and also on the fact, that 3D lemniscates are the space analogues of these curves,
we have successfully tried to approximate points in R3 using 3D lemniscates. We
have adapted previously mentioned approximation methods from the planar case to
the spatial case. Some results achieved by these methods are presented in fig. 5.
12
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(a) 10 points, 4 foci,
.
6 iterations, error = 0.01873

(d) 25 points, 5 foci,
.
6 iterations, error = 0.70222

(b) 10 points, 3 foci,
.
3 iterations, error = 0.02146

(e) 25 points, 8 foci,
.
5 iterations, error = 0.667

(c) 10 points, 4 foci,
.
4 iterations, error = 0.43251

(f) 50 points, 8 foci,
.
5 iterations, error = 2.12294

Figure 4: The input sets of points approximated by the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci (a), the Adding one focus method (b),(d) and the Algorithm
of doubling lemniscate’s foci (c),(e),(f): black crosses – input points, red points – foci
of approximation lemniscates, green curves – approximation lemniscates. (The lemniscate error is rounded to five decimal points.)
Our algorithms are now implemented in such a way, that they are not able to handle
a large number of points – already the input set of 100 points may cause some troubles.
The methods are capable to achieve only partially approximations for the input sets
with so many elements, because our way of implementation is not always able to cope
with approximation lemniscates with 16, 18, 32 or more foci.
Computational time expectable depends on the number of the input points, their
distribution and also on the used algorithm. For the planar case it means: 10 points
can be approximated in at maximum few minutes, 25 points in about tens of minutes
and 50 points can take even some hours. For the spatial case: 10 points can be
approximated in at maximum tens of minutes, 25 points in at maximum few hours
and 50 points can take even a few days. So our methods are not proper for real
time applications in current setup. Because of the number of needed time consuming

13
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(a) 10 points,
3 foci

(e) 25 points,
8 foci

(i) 50 points,
8 foci

(b) 3 iterations,
.
error = 0.02997

(c) 25 points,
9 foci

(f) 5 iterations,
.
error = 3.79249

(d) 9 iterations,
.
error = 0.95209

(g) 25 points,
9 foci

(j) 5 iterations,
.
error = 0.13869

(k) 50 points,
7 foci

(h) 10 iterations,
.
error = 2.43892

(l) 9 iterations,
.
error = 8.48506

Figure 5: The input sets of points approximated by the Adding one focus method
(a),(b), the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci (c),(d),(g),(h),(k),(l)
and the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci (e),(f),(i),(j) : black points – input
points, red points – foci of approximation lemniscates, yellow surfaces – 3D approximation lemniscates. Parts (a),(c),(e),(g),(i),(k) illustrate the input points and computed foci placements and parts (b),(d),(f),(h),(j),(l) illustrate corresponding 3D lemniscate approximations. In subfigures descriptions, there can be found the number of
the input points and some 3D lemniscate approximation parameters: the number of
used foci, the number of performed algorithm iterations and also the approximation
error value. (The lemniscate error is rounded to five decimal points.)
14
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iterations, the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci takes longest.
Another both algorithms take comparable much time for small input sets of points,
the Adding one focus method is a bit faster. For bigger point sets is the Algorithm of
doubling lemniscate’s foci faster.
In general, the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci achieves the most appropriate
results for small or larger input sets of points even though it does not always achieve
the best possible approximation, the approximation with a suitable small number of
foci. The Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci is sometimes able
to find more appropriate approximation than the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s
foci, but it takes longer. And the Adding one focus method has a potential to produce
good results for a small number of input points in the case that it does not stuck in
some of a local minimum of its estimation function.
In the computed examples, the approximation error less or around the number 1.0, 0.5
resp. 0.1 was appropriate resp. sufficient. But the acceptability of the reached approximation error also depends on the shape of the achieved lemniscate and the number
of the input points – for input sets with a bigger number of elements, there can be
tolerated the error value less than 5.0 if the input points which are not approximated
well by the lemniscate can be neglected. For 3D lemniscates, we have to be more
permissive and the error value less than 10.0 may be tolerated.

3.5

Lemniscate blending

When we were testing our approximation methods, we have found out, that they
are able to achieve a good approximation in a short time mainly for an input set
of small number of points while these points are approximated by a lemniscate with
a small number of foci or by some segment/component of such a lemniscate. Based on
these observations we have performed an experiment, in which we have approximated
an input set of points in E2 using blended segments of some lemniscates:
• At the beginning, we have divided the input set of 56 points (see fig. 6 (a))
sampled from a chosen curve to smaller subsets (sectors) (see fig. 6 (b)) for which
is easier to be approximated by a lemniscate with only a few foci. The points
in the individual subsets were selected in such a way, that they altogether form
a ’continuous segment of the original curve’, their number is in the range from
at least 5 to 15, two adjacent segments have 2 common ’consecutive’ points and
there might be possibility to approximate these points by a lemniscate with 3-5
foci (such a number of used foci is small enough and a good approximation can
be reached).
15
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• Next, approximations of the subsets were performed. We have chosen the Adding
one focus method for this purpose. Since we have needed only particular segments from the achieved approximations, not whole lemniscates, we picked only
that parts, which are contained inside our sectors A, . . . , D (from fig. 6 (b)).
In fig. 7, there are illustrated whole approximation lemniscates of particular
sectors and also their picked segments.
• Finally, we have blended obtained segments together in the following way.
Consider two adjoining segments Segi , Segj which are to be glued together.
They have a common part between two approximated points Pi = (xi , yi ),
Pj = (xj , yj ), which is unnecessary for our work, because it will be substituted
by a new join. For creating such a join we have used only a simple combination
of lemniscate approximations of these segments:




 
t1 − x
t3 − y
x − t0
y − t2
+
+
∗ Li (x, y) −
∗ Lj (x, y),
3 
t1 − t0 t3 − t2
t1 − t0 t3 − t2
where Li (x, y), Lj (x, y) are lemniscates equations, t0 , t1 are minimum and maximum from x-coordinates of points Pi , Pj and so t2 , t3 are minimum and maximum from y-coordinates and variables x ∈ ht0 , t1 i, y ∈ ht2 , t3 i. This kind of
a ’blending function’ was sufficient for our example. (See fig. 8 (a) for an illustration of the picked segments, (b) the segments blended with the new joins
and (c) the final blended approximation.)

(a) the input points

(b) the input points divided into the sectors

Figure 6: An illustration of the input points (a) and their division to the sectors (b)
for the lemniscate blending: black crosses – the input points, green/red rectangles –
the sectors A, . . . , D.
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(a) 1 focus,
(b) 12 points, (c) 4 foci,
.
.
error = 0.43599 segment A
error = 1.01161

(g) 3 foci,
.
error = 0.0

(d) 16 points, (e) 3 foci,
(f) 13 points,
.
segment C
error = 0.02993 segment D

(h) 6 points, (i) 4 foci,
(j) 7 points,
.
segment B1 error = 0.01359 segment B2

(k) 5 foci,
.
error = 0.05634

(l) 14 points,
segment B3

Figure 7: Approximation lemniscates of the particular sectors (a),(c),(e),(g),(i),(k)
and their corresponding picked segments (b),(d),(f),(h),(j),(l): black crosses – the input points, red points – lemniscate foci, green curves – approximation lemniscates
and their picked segments. (The lemniscate error is rounded to five decimal points.)

Although, we have achieved an acceptable final approximation of the input points
using blended segments of lemniscates, there are some shortcomings in our result:
• The points in the sector A were approximated by a circle, a lemniscate with only
1 focus which is not a suitable shape for the lemniscate blending process. As
shown in fig. 9 (a), the joins blending the circular segment A with the adjacent
segments B3 but mainly B1 have noticeable turning points.
• The segment in the sector D (see fig. 9 (b)) was approximated with some kind
of a ’lobe’ lemniscate which was not able to reach sufficient approximation of
the points in the sector and so this inaccuracy has worsened also the final
approximation of the input data. This fault was caused by inappropriate choice
of the points in the sector D – points selected to one sector should have potential
to be approximated without such lobes.
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3. APPROXIMATION OF A SET OF POINTS USING LEMNISCATES

(a) the final segments to be blended with new
joins

(b) the final segments blended with red joins

(c) the final approximation

Figure 8: An illustration of the picked segments (a) to be blended with the new
joins (b) and the final blended approximation of the input points (c): black crosses –
the input points, green curves – the segments of approximation lemniscates, red/green
curves – the segment’s joins.

(a) segment A

(b) segment D

Figure 9: An example of not suitable particular approximations: (a) a circular approximation, (b) a ’lobe’ approximation. (black crosses – the input points, green
curves – the segments of approximation lemniscates, red curves – the segment’s joins)
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4. CONCLUSION

4 Conclusion
We have introduced algebraic curves called multifocal lemniscates defined using multipolar coordinates and their spatial analogues, algebraic surfaces called 3D lemniscates. Such theoretical basis of our work has served as a preparation for the research in
the area of approximating the input set of points in Euclidean plane using multifocal
lemniscates, resp. approximating the input points in real space using 3D lemniscates.
Main part of our research was focused on looking for a suitable lemniscate approximation for the input data by finding an appropriate foci displacement and adjusting
the corresponding radius value. Our aim was to minimize the error of the achieved
lemniscate and the number of used foci. For this purpose, we have proposed three
main algorithms of doubling, removing and adding lemniscates foci and examined
a suitable estimation function for location of the new foci.
The first proposed method, the Algorithm of doubling lemniscate’s foci, is able to find
an appropriate lemniscate approximation only by doubling the actual set of lemniscate’s foci and squared the current radius value. This approach leaves lemniscate’s
topology unchanged but sometimes it brings into a play certain redundant foci.
The second method, the Algorithm of doubling and removing lemniscate’s foci, has
solved the issue with redundant foci from the previous method by the extended version
of this algorithm, in which it can decide to remove one redundant focus even at the cost
of possible increase of local approximation error and change of lemniscate topology.
And the last algorithm, the Adding one focus method, which may add only one new
focus per cycle can produce approximation lemniscates with one, two, three, . . . foci
and so it can achieve potentially the best approximation for the input data set, but
it is also at the cost of change of lemniscate topology.
We have performed some tests with these methods and found out that the algorithms
were capable to achieve a good approximation for only a small number of input points
at the time. For sets with a larger number of elements, the algorithm needed a lot of
time to reach a lemniscate approximation, which was in some cases even not suitable.
Based on this tests, we have successfully performed an experiment, in which we have
gluing pieces of some 2D lemniscates together to get the lemniscate approximation
for the set of a larger number of the input points.
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